In Distributing the VW mitigation class action suit I feel it would be appropriate to consider the fact that certain states have devoted almost all if not all of their funds to one cause that they felt happy that the state's greatest need the purpose in entirety of this settlement is to repair the damage is done to the citizens of the state that is in the form of pollution that we are breathing that we were misled about if a technology were to come along that can completely eliminate that at the same time create durable goods that can be used for other purposes and at the same time place Texas as a reader as it always has been in this nation leading the new Revolution of a new fuel technology called metrol would you not want to consider that and possibly give the Lion's Share of your funding to this one technology why McAllister out of Arizona is setting up shop here and working with us. California is actively considering taking this on full force I think Texas would really miss a beat if they did not grab this by the horns and bring this technology to the Forefront this technology needs to be looked into metrol hydrogen fuel. Com please do your research